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A Tale of Two Cities

This exhibition was the result of a visit to the
Centre for Fine Print Research by Maddy
Rosenberg, a New York artist.We decided that as
we were both involved in the book arts, that we
would arrange a joint exhibition to be held in
Bristol.This subsequently grew from the initial idea
into a two venue exchange project, funded by the
Faculty Research Committee at UWE, Bristol and
also supported by The Center for Book Arts in
New York.The exhibitions have been curated by
Maddy Rosenberg and Miriam Schaer (New York)
and Sarah Bodman (Bristol).

Ten artists from each city were invited to submit
two of their books for inclusion in the exhibition.
The Bristol artists include Annabel Other, as 
Head Librarian of The Bristol Art Library.

We were interested in the difference between 
the two cities, and whether where an artist lives
affects the type of work produced. Local 
environment does not automatically affect the 
way we work, but sometimes this influence can be
subtle, and geographical influences can be more
than an interpretation of the surrounding area.

Some of the artists included in this exhibition
make books specifically related to their city, for
example Guy Begbie works with material from
both his domestic situation, and surrounding 
areas such as St. Mary Redcliffe have played an
important part in his work.

Maddy Rosenberg is also influenced as an artist,
by the city environs, her Grotesque New York is
inspired by the historical architecture around
lower Manhattan. Her fine drawings and prints 
re-introduce the beauty and mystery found in
such places.

Many artists choose to live in a city because it
reflects the way in which they think; their attitude,
and they become a part of the dynamism of that
place.The influence of the urban landscape and all

life that is contained within it is a powerful one,
and even when we feel we have escaped the city,
we still carry that influence as part of our 
collective daily experience. Paul Laidler’s 
installations and book works are the result of his
discovery of a mental health museum in the city,
his Here Be Dragons with Helen Smith is part of
The Bristol Art Library collection.

Lise Poirier’s La Route is a commentary on the
obstacles encountered in life; a series of road signs
and bumper stickers monotyped onto a seemingly
endless, winding roll of paper. Andrew Eason’s
Secret Suburbs is an exploration of his city, the 
subterranean secrets held within its history.
His discoveries of old city records in the library
where he works has led to his interest in creating
his own version of city life.

The project has provided an exciting opportunity
to exhibit a selection of artists’ books which work
well together, on both sides of the Atlantic.There
may be a huge difference in geography, but the
works included in this exhibition connect, they
speak the same language and have evolved from
the same interest: that of presenting ideas in the
format that we all understand and appreciate as
the artists’ book.

I would like to thank all the artists for their 
participation in this project, particularly Miriam
Schaer and Maddy Rosenberg for all their hard
work in New York.Thanks are also due to the 
Off-Centre Gallery and the Center For Book Arts
for hosting the two exhibitions.

I would also like to take this opportunity to thank
the Faculty Research Committee for their 
generous support of this project and staff at the
CFPR and the EPI Centre for all their help,
especially Keith Jones and Carinna Parraman for
their help in the production of this publication.

Sarah Bodman 
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N.B. As this exhibition will take place in both the UK and the USA,
artists’ statements and essays have been published throughout in
their own national language.
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Andrew Atkinson UK

Overheard on a bus: “…There was Letter Form
and there was Serif. Serif had been surgically
removed from its sibling form; most publicly
ostracised by modernity (who really didn't like its
happy-go-lucky flippancy; Serif felt that it was
largely misunderstood by this condemnation).
“Cast Yea Out!” It would preach, and the 
remainder of the letter, slightly embarrassed by the
fashion for no-nonsense communication that was
prevalent (which, on the quiet, it did enjoy) carried
on without its poor cousin, and life, as they say,
went on. “Later it was admitted that Serif was 
useful, and was even rumoured to contribute to
communication through the informality it brought
to relationships between letters. It must be said,
that that kind of talk took place mainly between
‘Q’ and ‘J’ who, privately, were insecure and felt
awfully isolated with their ‘new’ blunt image and
sensed they’d lost their grandeur to the likes of ‘A’
or ‘T’ who, naturally, told them they were talking
rubbish...”

Later : “... ‘Æ’ felt left out, ‘ß’ was diagnosed as
schizophrenic and retired to an esoteric resort
somewhere in High German, ‘¢’ felt it deserved
alphabetic recognition for its lifetime contribution
to signification in both finance and music (“there
was no common time before me, you know” it
would mumble under its breath), ‘d’ pointed out
that “times changed,” ‘L’ added that it could change
“beyond recognition and memory,” and glared at
Serif, who blurted its innocence. And as for the
Accent family, like some kind of inflective mafia,
don’t get me started...”

Later still: “...Serif was ambivalent about this 
intermittent relegation to the hinterlands,
wandering around in the desert. It enjoyed the
freedom but didn’t know how to relate to stuff,
or rather didn’t know how to explain how it 
related to stuff but was enchanted by its 
company nonetheless, and being amongst the
Forms and looking like it had some simple 
purpose was fulfilling...”

Growth of Decoration detail: bird, edition of 20, 2001

Growth of Decoration detail, 2001
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Growth of Decoration detail: flourish, edition of 20, 2001

   



Guy Begbie UK

Guy teaches graphic design at Herefordshire
College of Art and bookbinding, artists’ books 
and printmaking at the University of the West
of England, Bristol.

Through his practice and research, he attempts to
continually redefine the parameters of the book,
making printed editioned artists’ books, unique
mixed-media books, sculptural book objects and
site specific bookworks.These are made to enable
the viewer to engage with time based elements,
through the use of cryptic narrative, digital sound
and moving image.

Using traditional and unorthodox book 
structures, he attempts to record the ephemeral
moment of a specific time and place. He presents
digital stills in a filmic, frame by frame, book 
format.Working with public and domestic 
environments, he pairs painterly imagery and 
photographic documentation of specific sites 
with minimal, non-linear texts.

These bookworks are a distillation of experience
that capture the fleeting moment, the equivalent
of a visual haiku.

Guy sews many of the books along one edge,
using traditional binding and printmaking 
techniques to produce small, codex editions.

In other unique works, he parodies the codex
book form, combining paper and cloth based
bindery materials with cast elements in plaster
and lead.

These sculptural book objects reference both 
the book and architectural structure.

8

Architectural Bookwork I hand cast paper with plaster cast
and stab binding, unique bookwork, 2000
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Architectural Bookwork II plaster cast with bookboard and cloth binding, unique bookwork, 2000
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Doug Beube USA

Altered Books, as a genre, is the synthesis of 
language and sculpture.These found books
become fictions of my own although they were
initially published by other authors and 
commercially bound in large quantities.

Removing and transforming parts of the book’s
structure, or adding physical elements, draws
attention to the book as an object occupying a
space rather than a collection of printed text or
imagery. Instead of relying solely upon mental or
abstract levels of thinking in understanding the
content of the books, readers enter the cluster of
pages and photographs through the sense of sight.

Densely packed volumes of text, with their stories,
are revealed through the language of both physical
touch and sight.

In Lies viewers read the large cut-out letters
through every page of the text block.The hollow
letters both interrupt and interact with the
existing printed text and photographs.
Each cut-out letter is read, both on the surface 
of the page as well as viewed as a receding 
three dimensional shadow of identical letters.
When the book is placed on top of a piece of
black velvet cloth, the hollow letters appear to be
large areas of text printed in black ink.

The cut-out words are visual sub-texts, or critical
commentaries on the contents of the 
photography book published by Time/Life.

Book Burning unique bookwork, 1995
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Lies manipulated, found book, unique, 1995

   



Sarah Bodman UK

Sarah is a Bristol-based artist who has been 
producing small limited editions and multiples of
artists’ books for the last ten years. Her artists’
books are usually intimate by nature, small objects
of apparently innocent imagery such as beautiful
plants and flowers, which gradually reveal and
decipher their underlying ambiguity as the text
unfolds.

By exploring the format possibilities of the artists’
book through the mediums and techniques of
screenprinting, mixed-media, collage, hand-tinting
and structural variations, she subverts and alters
the notions of ‘beauty’ as something which is 
innocent and harmless to explore the cultural
anomalies of what is popularly perceived as 
‘sweet’ and ‘pretty’.

Texts are selected and created to express the
message, from the banality of the consumer 
catalogue, to poetry from Charles Baudelaire 
and Jean Genet.These texts are chosen not to 
be ‘illustrated’ but rather as a starting point 
to explore the links between beauty and cruelty
through both language and image.

Some of the books contain text invented by the
artist, assumed identities and diaries of historical
or mythical characters such as Catherine
Monvoisin or Augustus Caesar’s wife Livia.These
characters used nature to their advantage,
concocting poisons from raw sources in order 
to triumph over the unwary.

Plants and flowers are used as metaphorical 
carriers reflecting the links between visual 
appearance and the experience of the other 
senses, attracting with their beauty yet lethal 
on contact, the correspondence of the sensual 
and the dangerous.
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GM Future screenprinted text with inserted, found pages,
edition of 200, 1999
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The Collector screenprinted and hand-tinted with watercolour, boxed with botanical glass slide, edition of 10, 1998

   



The Bristol Art Library has been in existence since
1998 and has grown since then into a collection
of over 150 books, housed in a miniature library
travelling case.The library operates as a 
performance piece, with Annabel Other,
(its inventor and curator) as the Head Librarian,
issuing tickets and books for visitors to study
whilst the library is in residence at any of the
diverse locations it visits.
Last summer,The Bristol Art Library performed a
Seaside Tour; visiting traditional holiday resorts

around the UK such as Eastbourne, Cromer,
Newquay and Morecambe.
The tour was intended to reach new audiences
for the library, and those who took part ranged
from business people and hotel staff to holiday
makers.Visitors were encouraged to join the
library as it resided on the pier, beach or in the
hotel venue.

The three month tour proved an enormous 
success, and has led to a series of international

14

The Bristol Art Library Seaside Tour 2000 Head Librarian Annabel Other at the Eastbourne Grand Hotel, one of five
resorts visited by the library during the tour (photo: Jonathan Allen)

The Bristol Art Library UK
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residency bookings for this season.The 2001 tour
includes venues in the USA and the UK, with the
library in residence at both of the Tale of Two Cities
venues in Bristol and New York.

The library will be in residence at the following
venues in September 2001, with a pre-tour
appearance on 2nd May at Pfizer, New York:

20th Sept Center for Book Arts
25th Sept Holland Tunnel, Brooklyn
26th Sept Metropolitan Museum/
Friends of the J.Watson library

For more information on venues for 2001 
contact:The Bristol Art Library 
tel: 044 (0)117 904 7609
e.mail:headlibrarian@tantraweb.co.uk

above and below: The Bristol Art Library Seaside Tour
2000, Cromer Pier, Norfolk (photos: Helengai Walsh)

     



Andrew Eason UK

My favoured form of working over the last seven
years or so has been that of the artists’ book.
After various entanglements of sequential text 
and image I found it a relief that I could put all 
of the things I wanted to do inside covers and 
call the thing a book.

Books are where I can house all of the things that
come to me in the process of creating them, and
the book form itself poses questions that I’m keen
to answer in some way in my present and future
work.

I can see correspondences in the processes of
creating and editing my books which point
towards linear narrative structures, but I’m always
finding new artefacts in the process that lead off
towards more obscure routes.What am I to make
of these? To layer responses and present them like
exhibits for study? Or to crystallise a single notion
and pretend that it stands alone? I’m undecided.

The progress I make in creating a book is 
sometimes linear (I’ll work from page to page)
and sometimes not, as the unexpected in word 
or image reinforces some aspect that haunts 
the work.

In the library where I work I’m exposed to a city
functioning in the same way.The records kept in
its libraries are in many ways the city’s memories.
As the records are exposed, they form new 
combinations and coherences.

The images of the ancientness of the place 
reduce all human activities to habitation, human
lives to the indigenous character of the place.

The constant surfacing of images from the past
into the present haunts the city’s identity with
possibilities and secrets. My recent work has
attempted to come to terms with some 
aspect of this activity.

16

Secret Suburbs detail, edition of 20, 2001
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Secret Suburbs detail, edition of 20, 2001

   



Stephen Hoskins UK

I make very few books, in total I have only made
six. I made my first book as a student, in 1976, in
Ron King’s studio.This prompted me to make a
pop-up book in 1980. I spent a year making it 
and as a venture, it could only be made with 
the luxury of time. I did not make another book 
for fifteen years.

Currently, the only reason for me to make a book
is to challenge the borders of what can be termed
‘book’. I feel a book has to have some form of
narrative and an ability to be read in the 
broadest sense, beyond that I have a great love 
of the process of making.Therefore I hope all
my books express the enjoyment I feel in 
making them.

For two of the last three books I made,
I collaborated with other people. At the time of
making, this can feel problematic, but the results
always justify the temporary difficulty.

Making a book takes me away from the 
mainstream activity of printmaking, and therefore
I feel I can make work that bears no relation to
my normal practice.

These self-imposed restrictions often place blocks
onto one’s thinking.Therefore, the real delight of
artists’ book making, is that for the majority of
artists it is primarily an act of gentle subversion,
both perceived and actual.

18

53 pop-up, screenprinted book, edition of 10, 1981
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Bound to Happen (with Jonathan Ward) die-cut paper, screenprinted, boxed bookwork, edition of 25, 1996

   







Eilis Kirby UK

Paste, stick, tape, glue, pin, tie

select
collect
organise propose
arrange construct

Roaming the world attempting to fill in the gaps,
to construct a whole from the fragments.

Picking up and placing, attending to the discarded,
forgotten, unnoticed. Finding a home, a place for
the abandoned. Latching together to create 
potentials, possibles- proposing answers to an
unknown question.

The explorer, investigator, collector and curator,
our role is to capture the moment.To preserve it
for examination, analysis and wonder.

A continual process of choosing, discarding, saving,
losing and treasuring, plots a path and negotiates 
a way through the world of things.

Surrounded by and surrounded with, defined by
and defining things- who is in control?

Collecting and weighing them up like facts, we
select our own vision.

How does it feel -like choice or compulsion?

Constructing, breaking, mending, throwing 
away- constantly organising, categorising and 
editing- we build up a picture.

Intense, personal activities which speak an
unspeakable language, sending out messages and
clues to secret stories and histories, dreams and
desires, threatening……promising to reveal the
hidden. Provoking and evoking.

Take a closer look, listen carefully, things speak.

22

Office Box plastic case, selected objects, text on paper,
unique bookwork, 1996
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Words Plastic dome, map-pin, Blu-tac™, random letters on correction tape, 2001

   



Paul Laidler / Helen Smith UK

Paul and Helen are both involved in research at
the University of the West of England, Bristol.
They share a particular interest in print and 
the interface of other disciplines which include:
sculpture, ceramics, photography and 
installation pieces.

Producing work in the book format, as a 
vehicle for their ideas was an obvious step.

Their first collaboration Here be Dragons was
made specifically for The Bristol Art Library 
and is now also included in the Joan Flasch 
Artists’ Book Collection at the School of The 
Art Institute of Chicago.

Addressing mental health, Here be Dragons 
does not offer a rational linear narrative.
It is the intuitive and poetic response to the
artists’ experience of visiting the Glenside Mental
Health Museum, housed in an old church on the
outskirts of the city of Bristol.

Their work for A Tale of Two Cities is in a similar
vein, where the oneric quality of the imagery
speaks to the viewer’s subconscious.

The pathos of the not-quite-graspable, of the
almost familiar and of things at the margins or
in the interstices of order and normality is the
area which Paul and Helen explore in their work.

24

Fork and Knife (Paul Laidler) manipulated transfer print
onto ceramic, 2000
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Mental Health (Paul Laidler) installation: wintergreen transfer print onto folded paper, unique bookwork, 2000

   



Stephanie Brody Lederman USA

My work deals with formal elements of design,
application of media, and conceptual issues of 
content and language. It is always a dance; content
playing off graphic elements, a back and forth that
I liken to an intuitive Tango with hard editing.

I love to play with words and images and make
them do things together that are new, evocative
or hilarious.

26

Bitin’ the Dust:A Novel by Dusty-Off-Sky oil paint,
collage and found objects, unique book (back) 1999

Bitin’ the Dust:A Novel by Dusty-Off-Sky oil paint,
collage and found objects, unique book (front) 1999
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On and On acrylic, oil paint, collage and graphite, unique bookwork, 1999-2000

   



Soraya Marcano USA

My work is about communicating the experiences
that define the self.

I reinvent the past (including family histories and
exile) using it as a resource for the analysis of
one’s identity and as a setting for a variety of 
collective memories.

Objects, memory boxes and books are used to
explore feelings of displacement.Through the use
of sequence and repetition I refer to passages
in a life where there is not a beginning or an 
ending point, just transition and a sense of 
existing between a variety of places.

I am very interested in recreating personal stories
as a reflection of the self ’s condition of flux.
I especially address such topics by deconstructing
the body and drawing my own historical map.

I explore marks, traces and imprints that record
life, geographical placement and travel. I am 
interested in art works that evolve from daily
experiences.

28

Houses-Hands ink, paper, acrylic, unique bookwork, 1999
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Exile ink and acrylic on paper, with six paper boats, unique bookwork, 1998
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Mapping Place

Architectural 
Book Structures

These texts and images catalogue a body 
of work produced as an investigation of  
relationships between the geographical 
location of built architectural 
environments and cultural production 
using book structures.

The direct experience of a specific place in       
the artist’s memory is a collective layering 
of incident and the fleeting moment.This is      
made poignant by an emotive response 
influenced by sight, sound, touch and smell.

The actual location of a particular building    
within the artist’s experience has variable    
contexts, given the transient nature of 
journeys between the  building and 
elsewhere.A governing time based book   
structure immediately has implications of   
past histories, the here and now of the 
present and a projected prognosis for 
the future.

A series of artists' books have been made    
using the printed image and texts.These   
books form a conclusion and meeting    
point between the different facets of a 
cross/multi-disciplinary practice.They are 
informed by plinth based sculptural book   
works and video works installed as 
projections. Using the combination of 
these three areas of practice the artist has   
endeavoured to challenge and redefine the  
parameters of the book, through 
interpretations of the man-made 
geography of the city and the inside 
and outside of its public and domestic
architectural structures.
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The process of reading the map prompts  
intimate recognition, making place 
quantifiable by recalling it through 
personal memory. Maps have an
intertextual dimension where meaning   
can cross boundaries of place.

As a starting point the artist began with    
a mapping process, concentrating on 
areas within the locality of the city 
centre.A public space then branched out    
on detours to a domestic environment in   
another part of the city.

Literally and conceptually the place   
became a matrix, as these maps were   
transformed into three dimensional 
representations; through the process of   
printmaking, routering, sandblasting and   
casting in paper, plaster and lead.

These map casts have the irregular edge or 
perimeters of the found fragment or shard.
This characteristic serves to emphasise the 
lack of a frame, where meaning runs off the 
edge into a void where anything can happen:
mirroring the self containment of cities and 
the often collective view of their inhabitants 
of an abstract space that lies beyond.

Referencing the found artefact, the cast map 
alludes to the revealing of historical layers  
inherent within the city. Researching the 
archives to investigate the nature of 
archaeological excavation in the city,
the artist examined the way histories
are interpreted and constructed, in an 
attempt to define the notion of time 
and place, both real and imagined.

MAPPING: THE PUBLIC  SPACE

“from cities of brick to cities in books to    
cities on maps is a path of increasing 
conceptualisation.”  

“For a feeling of thorough transcendence  
such unobvious relations between the 
model and representations seem essential,
and the flimsy connection between acres 
of soil and their image on the map makes     
reading one an erudite act.”  

(Harbison 1977, p.124)
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BOOKS AND BUILDINGS AS REPOSITORIES

“Because the book is a loaded ideological and cultural    
symbol, it plays into many possibilities for interpretive   
and productive strategies.”

(Drucker 1996-97, p.4)

“Within the ambience of a building, a landscape 
becomes articulate and begins to speak in 
emblematic ways.”

(Casey 1993, p.32)

When interpreting an architectural structure through  
site specific practice, the artist engages with the formal  
aspects of that built environment. Codex bookform 
structures historically have very formal attributes.

Using traditional bindery materials, the plaster and lead   
casts of maps, text blocks and architectural details, the  
artist made a number of small, intimate, unique works.
These sculptural book objects are presented as 
artefacts that parody and examine parallels between
both architectural and book structures.
As artefacts, they have been resourced digitally as
material for the final series of printed artists' books.

Research for these works included the writing of pared   
down texts, describing direct experience of interiors 
and exteriors of public buildings and rooms in a 
domestic dimension.Appropriate texts on architectural  
theory were examined and both types of texts have 
been edited and prepared as narrative for the 
concluding series of printed artists’ books.
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THE HOUSE:THE DOMESTIC SPACE

“I must show that the house is one of the   
greatest powers of integration for the   
thoughts, memories and dreams of mankind.
The binding principle in this integration is the 
daydream. Past, present and future give the  
house different dynamisms, which often 
interfere, at times opposing, at others,
stimulating one another.”

(Bachelard 1994, p.6)

With the Intention to set up a discourse    
between the public and the domestic private   
space, defined routes on the cast maps lead  
to a house in a residential area of the city.
This is where the artist lives, he has intimate   
knowledge of its more recent history, fabric   
and structure.The connection between his  
memory and this house is fundamental to 
aspects of a tradition and popular values.

After writing the texts describing an 
experience of the rooms in the house, the  
artist then treated them as an inventory to  
prepare moulds and make casts of 
architectural details.This collection of casts   
presents the possibility to make the physical   
private realities of the house public.
The casts have been digitally documented,
using scans and stills and then resourced
for the series of printed artists' books.
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THE MOVING IMAGE:
A FILMIC BOOK FORMAT

“Pacing is handed to us in the cinema; it must be
searched out in the book”

(Smith 1994, p.143)

Photo digital stills and digital video have been used
for the making of the artist’s own book series.The   
images and footage document specific domestic and
public locations and journeys of the hand, eye and ear    
through the book, alluding to landscape.

The video shorts have been made to be shown as      
autonomous projected works. Contemporary footage    
of the specific places has been intercut with footage      
of traditional notions of that particular landscape:
through archive documentary film and photographs,
and historical, figurative, genre painting; evoking the 
passage of time in relation to the geographical space.

The video works are constructed using non-linear 
editing. Compositionally, they explore the book 
format utilising text, mimicking the page and placing
sound as a structural device between image and text.
Both books and the moving image are time-based;
a moving image may be activated through the simple 
device of a flip book.

In video works, as in the actual book, a process 
of re-reading or re-viewing a passage (of time)
becomes possible through the use of repetition in 
editing.Traditional notions of landscape are challenged 
as the fields of sound and image trace the activated 
mechanism of the book.

References
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Carinna Parraman UK

My work is about looking at the ground: of paths,
routes, road markings, and imprints of human 
traffic.They are references to the passing of time,
a reflection on my surroundings and the journeys
that are made from home to work, or journeys
for pleasure.They are snap shots of memories or
fleeting moments captured in print.

The objective for Sun Sand Sea was an attempt 
to recapture the memories of bucket and spade
beach holidays. In the 40’s and 50’s, for those 
holiday makers who did not own a camera, many
tourist locations produced a selection of black and
white photographs in a card folder showing scenic
spots. Later-on, these developed into the fold-out
colour postcards, which could be torn off and sent
to friends.

The folder containing my images is lined with
sand, so as the bookwork is repeatedly removed
the images, like our memories, become worn
away.

Although Sky is a departure from my interest in
looking at the ground, I wanted to make a 
bookwork that was a continuation of 
Sun Sand Sea. Many Britons have a preoccupation
with the weather, and our changeable weather 
patterns offer something of interest every day.

On looking through my photographs the sky has
dominated many of my subjects.The images of 
the sky are backed with foil that, as it moves,
reflects the surroundings.

These books are part of my interest in a modular
method of working that is fixed in a grid format.
Repeatable printed images are cut into 5cm
squares, which according to a random number
generator are arranged in a grid format.

Duchamp described chance as a method for 
‘combating logical reality’.

38

Sky cut, printed bookwork, edition of 20, 2001
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Sun Sand Sea folding bookwork, edition of 20, 2000

   



Lise Poirier USA

My books are far from traditional. Many have no
text at all, yet relate stories of emotional states
evoking the past through metaphor.

I theatrically place worn out objects in my books,
creating dramas of old stories, nomadic tribes,
fragments of culture. My affinity for these decaying
vessels and their crumpled paper content bears
witness to the struggles of people in a world in
which they are afraid and unsure.

These metaphors are intuitively realized.
Lemon Tits is a tongue-in-cheek title given to a
serious work that comes directly from a personal
experience with breast cancer.The construction
involves dried lemons, which are a metaphor for
“defective” breasts.Though the radical bilateral
surgery was relatively painless, the psychosexual
ramification remained daunting, resulting in marital
collapse and the start of a new life. Single and
without “tits”.

La Route is a 20 foot collaged monotype on 
handmade paper.The prints mimic the road as we
read sign after sign: expect delays, bump ahead,
how am I driving? As we are busy pursuing our 
lives we often encounter the same obstacles,
the same signs.
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Lemon Tits found objects, photographs, mixed-media,
boxed bookwork, 1995
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La Route kinetic, mixed-media, unique bookwork, 1992

   



Purgatory Pie Press USA
Esther K. Smith and Dikko Faust

Purgatory Pie Press’ Esther K. Smith and 
Dikko Faust use handset wood and metal type,
letterpress and hand book binding to make 
collaborative editions of contemporary art.

Dikko Faust experiments with typography and
letterpress as a printmaking medium.
Esther K. Smith art directs and edits, designing 
the page, concepts and book structures.

Vishnu Crew Stews Vindaloo Anew was created with
illustrator Michael Bartalos after he traveled to
India. Four small accordion books, each die-cut
like a different creature, can be removed from the
steel and aluminum“body”.

When opened, each individual book reveals a 
different aspect of the journey.This piece 
functions as an interactive toy where the player
dials a head, and unbolts it. All four can extend 
out from the circle so that the whole book is 
visible in installation.

In Travelog: Guidebook and Map Smith and Faust
worked with writer Donna Ratajczak’s text for
several years before choosing the map format 
to present the story as an artists’ book.

After trying several approaches to the map image,
they hired illustrator Jessie Hartland to make the
drawing of Baltimore circa 1974, focusing on the
sites of main character Arthur’s drunken forays.

Contemporary luddites in Purgatory, stuck
between art and design, they cling to the actual
and the tactile in this slippery, virtual world.
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Vishnu Crew Stews Vindaloo
Anew detail, 1990

Vishnu Crew Stews Vindaloo Anew (with M. Bartalos)
hand set letterpress with linocut, die-cut paper, aluminium
and steel bookwork, edition of 74, 1990
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Travelog (with Donna Ratajczak and Jessie Hartland) hand set letterpress type and photo-engravings, edition of 150, 1994

   



Maddy Rosenberg USA

My books are a link between my paintings and
lithographs.The paintings establish a sense of 
place while creating mysterious and haunting 
environments. Bits and pieces of the observed
world are deconstructed and reconfigured in
seamlessly assembled compositions.

Objects, images and architectural details are
placed within a newly invented context, in an
effort to transform even the mundane into the
strange and intriguing. Dealing with areas of 
saturated color modulated by simultaneous light
sources, with the addition of ambiguous space 
and meticulous detail, the play between reality 
and illusion becomes heightened.

The lithographs, referring to the same subject 
matter, simplify the spaces and eliminate the color,
concentrating mostly on the rich range of values
found in the black ink.The books further isolate
segments of the architectural facades and passages
of shallow space seen in the paintings, while 
utilizing the pure value range of the prints.

The individual image becomes the focus and its
relationship to similar images forms a sequence
that becomes the book.

Spaces remain important but in collapsed,
truncated, extreme close-up forms.The world 
of images created within each book taken as an
entirety formulates its own sense of place.
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Grotesque New York mixed media on slate and paper,
unique bookwork, 1998
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Reptiles lithograph, edition of 24, 1995

Reptiles (detail) lithograph, edition of 24, 1995

     



Susan Rostow USA

My sculptural books are visual diaries.

I begin by creating drawings and prints from
nature. I take the drawings and prints, placing and
glueing them on top of and underneath the actual
objects.

It's not unusual to find roots, soil or turtle shells
merged together to form my books.With the
addition of the found objects from the natural
world new dialog begins, the piece evolves.

The piece becomes a document, not only of
events occurring between the materials, but 
also my environment, my life, and myself.
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Nesting mixed-media with photo transfers, fungus, bird’s
nest, hay, sand and soil, 1998

Turtle Shells mixed-media, 1999
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Herbs monotype with dried herbs, tree fungus, seed pods, sand and soil, unique bookwork, 1998

   





New York

To create a sense of place, a certain specificity 
that captures and grounds us firmly within a world
is one thing; to be subtly influenced by the actual
world in which one is entrenched is another.

What makes one a “New York” artist? New York
itself is a cosmopolitan city, viewed by outsiders as
the quintessential American city and yet so unlike
any other city. Mention New York and you get an
immediate visual response mixing the romantic
notions of a Woody Allen movie with the grime
and cynicism of a Weegee photograph.

A New Yorker can be the recent immigrant from
almost any country, an emigrant of 20 years from
any state or a third generation native born. New
York symbolizes fantasies of lives unlived but for
me it is the reality of home.

It is a walking city, un-American in its self-reliance
and its tentative acceptance of the car rather than
a love affair with it.We have our own convoluted
subterranean system which becomes an internal
connection, a maze that unites.

The city is populated but so are the streets, with
the sometimes steady, sometimes intermittent flow
of bodies pulsing, walking with determination as
time is not to be wasted and there is always
somewhere to go. It is a city that invites but insists
on being joined, as well. It has its own etiquette, a
necessity for a hugely populated walking city. But
the act of viewing while walking, rather than 
driving, is an experience greatly different in quality
and degree of concentration. As a car sweeps
down a street, a quick, blurred impression 
consistent with the pace of the city but void of its
intensity, is all that is retained. To walk is to thrust
oneself into the melee rather than maintain the
distance of a casual observer.

Though walking with purpose, I have always
instinctively examined my surroundings. Details of
the city became part of my early consciousness;

ordinary games of jumping on the pavement held
a menacing penalty if even a toe hit “the cracks”.
These spaces between the slabs of concrete 
contained within them such bad luck that stepping
on them would alter one’s life forever. Even now,
I walk the streets with one eye surreptitiously
focused on the sidewalk.The sounds around
become part of this detail. I can feel the streets,
I can gauge the traffic, I know when someone’s
eyes are upon me.

The spaces are always measurements in distances,
where I am the center. I “read” the subtleties of
the city, a suspicious ally, ever attune to the
nuances, taking in all and sorting simultaneously
into priorities of importance. A whole being the
sum of its parts yet seeing the parts separately,
deeply, with clarity and precision, dissecting,
analyzing, keeping and discarding.

The rhythms of the city echo in the buildings; the
cacophony of sound, often irritating, blend with
the visual highs and lows.The hodgepodge of
architectural styles and generations, constrained by
the occasional attempts of city planners, highlight
the diversity of the surrounding cultures.What
could be painful collision coexists side by side,
learning to adjust and find its own comfort level,
changing the identity of the community into one
of less homogeneity.

The neighborhood settles into what it has
become.The latest addition of architecture nestles
between older neighbors and eventually is 
accepted and woven into the fabric as is each new
wave of change of human inhabitants.

The streets are paved with brick, with 
cobblestones, with fading asphalt revealing traces
of trolley rails.The slate sidewalks bulge and crack
into jagged pieces, turn to indiscriminately patched
cement. I exit my house and look at the isolated
tree in front of my building, a tree that exists only
in its relationship to every other object, neither
more nor less important than the building stoop it
shades. It becomes merely one more element
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consumed into a forever mutating and evolving 
situation.The 19th century factory across the
street stares down upon me in its latest 
incarnation as artists’ lofts. I turn the corner and
find myself suddenly confronting the waterfront.

I am drawn to this unrelenting waterfront; the
water continually asserts itself in a city dealing 
with the contradiction of the urban and the wild,
threatened by the constant presence of an
expanse of sea. Having grown up by the ocean,
I learned to look outward away from the country
and continent. Now by the harbor, I feel 
connected to the city through viewing the 
convergence of so many of its islands, though still
alienated from the mainland.This Brooklyn 
waterfront maintains only a semblance of its 
former self but the haunting wails of the ships’
horns at night still remind me of the possibilities 
I envisioned as a child of another world.

I continue my walk past elegant townhouses 
overlooking piers that fade into warehouses long
abandoned and reborn. Even among the rows of
houses, each one bears a distinctive quality, one
with filigree gates, another with painted stone,
another with an intricately carved front door.

The famous skyline sits like a movie backdrop
before me as I approach the Brooklyn Bridge. I
have crossed this bridge hundreds of times and
yet I still cannot control the swelling of awe every
time I walk the same path, an embarrassingly naïve
response for this jaded New Yorker.

Perhaps it is why I feel more comfortable in the
closed cavernous streets of lower Manhattan
where a 20th century facade peels into a 19th
century one; grotesques adorned facades stare 
uncomfortably at facades of pure windows.The
claustrophobic spaces of my work resonate with
this landlocked feeling.The Beaux Arts beauties,
crowned by the Woolworth building, have dared
me to reinvent them in a way that is more 
mysterious and intriguing.

I grew up among the fragmentation, viewing the
world as a pastiche of disparate elements and 
juxtaposition of opposing textures. New York is a
city of an amalgam of styles and materials, grayed
down to work as a whole.

I, too, have created cities, pieced together here
and there with pieces of cities from here and
there. My imagined worlds are no different from
the one familiar to me; I am constantly re-creating
them as New York re-creates itself.

It is the geography of my youth forever imprinted
on my worldview. I carry New York with me,
other cities are not there merely to suffer the
comparison but for a subconscious desire to seek
out the similarities.

Location may change but I am drawn to the same
disparities, the same humanizing fabrications in the
structures confronted on a daily basis, the same
spaces and sense of space. It is my inescapable
landscape, the underlying influences in my work.
Wherever my wanderings lead me, I am and
always will be a New York artist.

Maddy Rosenberg

63 Tiffany Place #407 / Brooklyn, NY 11231
718-797-1005 / maddrose@hotmail.com
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Miriam Schaer USA

As I became involved with books, I began to study
their history and forms. I discovered an ancient
structure called the girdle book: prayer books
worn by medieval monks, lashed to their belts,
their girdles, so their prayers would always be 
at hand. I had a different vision.

My girdle books would contain new objects of
devotion, new prayers, contemplations.

Girdles are binders, like notebooks, places to hold
and keep stories, house ideas in structures that are
used to push and mold the female figure into 
idealized and often unreal shapes.

Gloves and glove driers have formed another
body of work that explores the hand as a most
basic sign of human communication- a greeting,
a warning, surrender and embrace are all 
communincated through hand gestures.

I use the language of clothing. Frozen and stiff,
the garment becomes immobile, as if the wearer 
evaporated, leaving a only a shell.They become
places, enclosures. Upon opening, the ghost of 
the missing person still remains in the echo of 
the garment’s frozen shape.

What remains are fragments, small found objects
and books nestled within.They are the distilled
essence of the story, the one left behind by the
“person” once living there.

New homes for stories I collect.
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I Held a Jewel leather gloves, acrylic, beads, ink, ribbon,
with text based on a poem by Emily Dickinson, unique 
bookwork, 2000
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Witness to Natural Selection girdle, found objects, pins, collage, silk, digital print and hand-cut
lettering, text by Emily Dickinson, unique bookwork, 2000

   



Robbin Ami Silverberg USA

I approach the artists’ book as a complex 
container of information that allows me to 
develop narrative information through the 
contextual language of the medium.

The link, therefore, between form, content, and
ultimately presentation rests on a personal notion
of expression based on the materials used.

The text in the larger book From Dreams to Ashes
is a poem about an actual nightmare; it is written
on unburned matches embedded into the paper,
made from mugwort, a common weed that was
earlier used to stuff pillows in the belief that it
brought vivid and prophetic dreams.

The mugwort/matches combination is a cohesive
element of the work, simultaneously offering
dreams and destruction. In contrast, the 
interspersed photo images of young boys add
a bitter sweetness to the tale.

Its compendium Taking Hold of the Night is printed
on translucent papers so the prose reflecting a
month of actual dreaming overlaps and blends
with the stark photo imagery.

In 1998 in Japan, I found a dusting brush actually
made from the pages of a cut up book.
In response to this almost confounding choice of
disposable materials, I manufactured my own
dusters in this small edition.The text reflects on
this astounding use of a book and the concerns a
book-cum-duster can only elicit.
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From Dreams to Ashes Dobbin Books, two books in
slipcase, mugwort and matches papers, with inkjet photos
and text on matches, edition of 4, 1995-2000

From Dreams to Ashes detail of opened page,
mugwort and matches papers, with inkjet photos 
and text on matches, edition of 4, 1995-2000
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Dusters detail of three hanging dusters bookworks, cotton rag and abaca papers, wood, computer generated text and 
photography, edition of 40, 1999

   



Tim Staples UK

‘A broken penny washer can shut down a million
dollar machine.’

Quotations from : Facts About Washers- 
prepared by the Washer Division,
American Metal Stamping Association.

‘ Washers perform many functions in addition to
the common one of acting as a seat for bolts,
nuts, screws and rivets.They also insulate, seal,
lock, space, improve appearance, provide 
spring take-up, align, distribute loads etc.

Washers are vital components in fastening and
assembly operations.

In the literature generated by washer 
manufacturers (see above) the emphasis naturally
and inevitably focuses on the purely technical 
and practical aspects of this small and somewhat 
overlooked object. As an artist, it has been my 
concern to augment this practical “world” of 
washers and tease out from direct observation
and speculation a range of poetic possibilities.

‘…to aquaint you with the “world” of washers- 
a product not well understood by most people
and in the hierarchy of mechanical parts, a 
product given little (design) attention.’
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Under Pressure paper, MDF and metal, open edition
bookwork (each with unique washer) 1994

Under Pressure detail, 1994
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To Distribute Load open edition bookwork, 1995

   



Mary Ting USA

I am a second-generation, Chinese-American 
visual artist working in a variety of formats
from installations, sculptures, drawings and print,
to artists’ books.

Within my visual language of limbs, beaks, wounds,
roots and symbols, lies a narrative. It is my intent
to imbue my work with layers of silent emotions
and psychological states inspired by family and
personal experiences.

The work also refers to images from Chinese folk
art, philosophy and superstition. Families bear so
much sadness and are rarely able to seek mercy
and compassion. For me, creating art serves this
function. My work can be viewed as the residue 
of experience, evocations to loss and a personal
quest for understanding and resolution.

Many of the thoughts and concepts in the
bookarts pieces are related to larger projects in
other formats.

The book pieces enable me to “think aloud”
and to create series of thoughts, meditations 
and ideas on an intimate level.
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Counting handmade paper, rope, wax, ink, edition of 2 
(a Dieu Donne Papermill workspace project)1993

Counting detail, opened book, 1993
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Records of a Weary Journey unique bookwork, 1999

   








